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Driver, Jim Doherty, accepts the impressive Simon Bishop Memorial Trophy after a victory for trainer Paul Wojtowicz and owner Father Thomas O'Connor

CARAMORE TRIUMPHS IN $30,000 BISHOP MEMORIAL AT FOXBORO
A superb night of racing on Sunday
(June 8) was highlighted by a 1:56.1
victory by Caramore in the $30,000 Simon
C. Bishop M em orial a t Foxboro
Raceway. In all. six sub-two minute
miles were clocked as a healthy crowd
of 3005 turned out to see Caramore
defend his track record of 1:54.4 in the
feature.
The evening began on a positive note
as Foxboro’s leading driver, Steve
LeBlanc, guided Race A Way Sandy to
a fourth straight victory this time taking
a new seasonal mark of 2:01.2. Billy
Parker, Jr. won the first of two on the
card the following race with Star Games,

By Carl Metcalf
a 2.01.1 effort. Peter Blood checked in lished at the Meadowlands. O’Toole was
with a 1:58 score behind Broadway an easy winner with Pteradactyl in the
Premier, who had been stifled in four 11th race for the driving-training double.
The featured $30,000 Simon c. Bishop
previous starts in Foxboro’s tough “ win
ners over $8,000” condition. Blook took Memorial Pace was headed by track
command before the half and held off record holder Caramore, with Tres
Sales Ring, Academy Award and Sweet Grand Vitesse, Skippers Vestige, Libbys
Sandman, Meadow Connors, and Wil
Meadow Yak to preserve the win.
Jim Doherty steered Talkshow Lobell liamsburg One along for the ride. As the
into contention in a $5,000 open, but 4-5 favorite, Caramore (Doherty) left
despite favorite (4-5) status, the former from the three slot and settled in fourth
season’s champion (1:54.4 as a two year through fractions of :27.4 and :57.2
old in 1985) could not outclass Pearls before putting the eight year old Jolly
Falcon, campaigned by Steve O’Toole. Roger horse in g ear down the
Pearls Falcon stopped the clock in backstretch and challenging the lead of
1:56.3, equalling his second best estab Libbys Sandman (Ron Massey.) The

veteran pacer was still first over on the
turn for home, but Caramore seems to
live to pace the long Foxboro stretch, as
he powered home in 1:56.1 to bag his
third win in four appearances at the
track. The 3V4 length score over Meadow
Connors (John Hogan) and Libbys Sand
man was the second of the year for
Caramore, who was reunited with Jim
Doherty for the first time this season.
Doherty, who had won earlier in the card
with Special Agent, earned a driving
double. The nignt was capped off by a
wire-to—wire, 7Vi length demolition of a
condition field by Windfield Ore and
Billy Parker, Jr.

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
July 4 — The Dirigo Pace Invitational $8,500. Scarborough Downs.
July 9 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 2 yr. trot and 2 yr. colt pace — Scarborough
July 10 — Bangor Raceway’s “The Aroostook Final” $2000 added Late closer.
July 10 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. trot 2 yr. Filly Pace Scarborough Downs.
July 10 — The Pine Tree — Late Closer (first leg) Bangor Raceway.
July 10 — Showplace Pacing Series (first leg) $2,800 Scarborough Downs.
July 11 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. filly and colt pace — Scarborough Downs.
July 13 — Bearcat Pacing Series — Late Closer (first leg) $5,000 Scarborough Downs.
July 15 — Entries due for S.O.A.N.E. Fall Sale at Foxboro Raceway.
July 15 — “Spirit of Massachusetts” $50,000 Invitational — Foxboro Raceway.
July 16 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 2 yr. trot & 2 yr. colt pace — Bangor Raceway.
July 17 — Showplace Pacing Series — (2nd leg) Late Closer $2,800. Scarborough
July 17 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. trot & 2 yr. filly pace — Bangor Raceway.
July 17 — The Pine Tree — Late Closer (2nd leg) Bangor Raceway.
July 18 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. colt & filly pace — Bangor Raceway.
July 19 — Mass Breeders Stakes — (All divisions) Foxboro Raceway.
July 20 — Bearcat Pacing Series — Late Closer (2nd leg) $5,000 — Scarborough Downs.
July 24 — Pine Tree Hnal — Late closer $2,500 est. Bangor Raceway.
i. JfiCLU. -X 3-r -g- vf ^

July 21 — Foxboro Picnic — Lake Pearl. Wrentham S.O.A.N.E. sponsored.
July 23 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 2 yr. trot & 2 yr. colt pace — Bangor Raceway.
July 23 — Treasure Chest Series — Late Closer $1,200. Scarborough Downs.
July 24 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. trot & 2 yr. filly pace — Bangor Raceway.
July 24 — Showplace Pacing Series Final — $6,500 est. — Scarborough Downs.
July 24 — Bangor State Fair opener.
July 24 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. trot & 2 yr. filly pace — Bangor Raceway.
July 26 — Mass. Breeders Stakes — Two year olds Groton Fairgrounds.
July 25 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. old fllies and colts — Bangor Raceway.
July 27 — Skowhegan Extended Meet opens.
July 26 — Bass Park Invitational $5,000. Bangor Raceway.
July 27 — The Maine Event $6,500. Invitational Scarborough Downs.
July 27 — Mass Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. olds — Groton Fairgrounds.
July 27 — Southern Maine Standardbred Fun Show -Hollis Municipal Park 9:00 A.M.
July 27 — Bearcat Pacing Series — Late Closer (2nd leg) $5,000. Scarborough Downs.
July 30 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 2 yr. trot & 2 yr. colt pace — Skowhegan
July 30 — Treasure Chest Series — Late Closer — $1,200. Scarborough Downs.
July 31 — Maine Breeders Stakes 3 yr. trot & 2 yr. filly pace — Skowhegan
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Wanted: Yearlings, Geldings, Broodmares & Foals.
Expert Care
Proper Feeding
12x12 Stalls
30 Acre Pasture
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It’s Subscription Time....
Don’t Miss A Single Issue!

N O R TH EA S T H AR N ES S NEW S
I For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
I initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted immediately on a once yearly basis.

Save Over Single Copy Issue!

Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News

$10.00 per year
New

Renew

.Print Mailing Address
CHECK NUMBER:

NAME:.

___CHECK DATE:

ADDRESS:
ZIP:
^

Return to:
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2 Year Old Colt Pace
2 Year Old Filly Pace

3 Year Old Colt Pace
3 Year Old Filly Pace

D raw d a te w ill b e th e sa m e as th e o v ern ig h t sch ed u le.

Harness Help Available
The Harness Horse Youth Foundation,
a national, non-profit organization dedi
cated to the advancement of harness
racing among young people, wishes to
match experienced help with prospective
employers. The Foundation has copies of
resumes on file of career-minded young
people with a desire to work in the field

$

of harness racing. Interested young
people and prospective employers can
submit and receive resumes by writing
or calling the Foundation’s headquarters
at: Harness Horse Youth Foundation
6320 Busch Boulevard
Columbus, OH 43229
(614)846-1776

Obituary
WILLIAM N. GOULD, 84, passed away recently at the Franklin Memorial Hospital in
Farmington, Me. Bom in Falmouth, Me. Mr. Gould attended local schools and graduated
from the Gray Business School in Portland. He was in the dairy fanning business for many
years and was also well-known for his expertise with standard bred horses. One of the
most noteworthy was the broadmare Natapan who produced a number of outstanding
offspring.
He was a member of the U.S.T.A. and a 60 yr. member of the Farmington Grange. He
is survived by his wife Elsie, and several nieces and nephews.

Two Year Old “Earn & Learn” Winners
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By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

No iftatter the ripples now evident in
racing, the pool runs deep. Come June,
colt trainers are ready to parade their
swaggering hot, young prospects, still
green with inexperience, overendowed
with energy and eubulence. Though
different winners emerge each year,
many of the same trainers seem to be
able to spend the winter in seclusion
concentrating on developing top young
horses.
In the last three weeks Scarborough
Downs has offered “learn and earn”
baby races, races with nominal purses
and carded without wagering. These
races allow young horses to spar, test

each other under near normal race
conditions.
Last Friday Scarborough Downs in
itiated a late closer for two year olds.
The $2,300 purse attracted speed from
the Don Richards barn, with Perfect
Warrior scoring in 2:06.4. A Loring
Norton trained colt. Amato Hanover,
was third and Leigh Fitch drove the
place horse.
But recently in a $200 baby race the
most anticipated young horse of the
season made his debut as Gerry Smith
took the wraps off Trusty Good Guy.
Before this colts stepped onto the track
he was already installed as the favorite

of his division of the Maine Stakes, still
a month away,. He has been unofficially
clocked by Cumberland railbirds in 2:07,
just sitting. In an unguarded moment
Smith has said he believes, this colt may
be the best one yet by his prepotent sire,
Trusty Dream. Thats enough hype to get
most any colt racing fan excited. Trusty
Good Guy lived up to expectations
recently as he annexed a win at
Scarborough Downs in 2:07.4. This
should be a great season as others
emerge to make the Maine Stakes one of
the most competitive and rewarding
divisions of harness racing in Maine.
There, .were .not enough .trotters to,

write a separate race so Trusty Good
Guy will race both trotters and pacers.
Among the trotters is a prospect trained
by Arthur Nason. Nason of course Jias a
two decade reputation of getting fast
colts ready early. Mountain Skipper, his
best first raced first in 1970. This year
Nason has a dynamite trotter by TNT’s
Bambino out of his Speedy Crown mare
Maudene N. Twilight N was bred in
Massachusetts and has been nominated
for numerous regional events. Add
another colt from the Don Richards bam
and two from Elmer Ballaard’s stable
and it is clear spring has run its course
and the colts of summer have arrived.
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The Maine Circuit
David Ingraham, Gordon Bowden Sr
Pullet and Sweetwood walked away with
top Al-Var honors for the period May 14 to
June 15.
- - - - - Ingraham was Driver of the Month.
Bowden was Trainer of the Month. Pullet
was Pacer of the Month and Sweetwood
was Trotter of the Month.
Ingraham drove 13 pacers to Al-Var
speed ratings of 100 or higher and two
trotters to speed ratings of 8b or hig er —
a total of 15 magic-figure drives. Leigh
Fitch was runnerup with 14. Dude Goodblood and Greg Bowden ware close behind
with 13 each.
Gordon Bowden had eight of his horses
produce magic-figure ratings to easily
win training honors.
Pullet was the only pacer to have four
winning trips
ips with ratings over 100 during
the month. He had winning ratings of 11
111, 110 and 104 for an outstanding four
week period.
The following pacers posted Al-Var
speed ratings of 102 or higher, for a win
ning trip, from May 14 to June 15:

R. C. Johnson interviews Don Richards alter the Andover Story’s 2:00 mile last year.

Johnson & Johnson
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Until the middle of last week Lloyd
Johnson had been immediately identified
as the voice of the track, but since his
elevation to the position of Director Of
Racing, other duties draw him from the
room. Now as Lloyd Johnson Directs
other business K.C. Johnson (no rela
tion) fills in.
No two people could be more different.
K.C. Johnson is the only announcer in
racing who majors in Eastern European
history at Harvard University, but K.C.
is neither a stuffed shirt, nor a neophite
to racing.
For as far back as he can remember
K.C. Johnson has returned to Maine each
summer with his family. When they went
to the track, he followed along. At first
K.C. just sat with his parents, later he
roamed the track, and even found ways
to get involved. His first Maine benefac
tor was Jean Emerson, Editor of the
Northeast Harness News. Emerson re
cognized his enthusiasm and his talent
and assigned K.C. Johnson local stories.
When he returned to high school In
Massachusetts, K.C. sent her stories
about Foxboro Raceway and the Mass
Stakes.
Actually, writing about harness racing
was originally K.C. Johnson’s idea.
While in High School. Johnson reported

as a class project about the Maine
Stakes. Quite a dissertation which
earned an A.
K.C. genuinely likes every part of the
sport, and doesn’t mind work. He called
a couple of non-betting miles last sum
mer and his selection this year to spell
Lloyd Johnson was natural.
K.C. is gaining experience and de
veloping his own unique style. He’s
smart and he knows what to look for on
the track. He armed himself with a pagelong list of racing terms ready to insert
one at a time in the call, just at the
opportune moment. But he is disciplined
and determined approaching this job in
an orderly, logical fashion.
Lloyd Johnson is impressed. “ He’s
further along than Howard (Oil) was at
this time.” Howard Oil was the wellremembered redhead who talked his way
into a job while Lloyd Johnson was last
in a managerial position.
For K.C. Johnson the summers are
just fine. He’s living at Higgins Beach,,
sleeps in late, reports to the track, calls
race miles and writes articles. Come
September he can return fresh to the
mauve tomes, describing the multi
cultural eras of East European history
in the Square at Cambridge.

The tough Grand; Harry owns the fastest trot mark of the early season to date at
the Downs. Bill
ubier drives for the record.

THE SUPERSTARS
Chester Baron, F. Withee
Lord Dalrae, P. Bresciani
II Superbo, P. Bresciani
Meadow Connors, J. Hogan
Chester Baron, F. Withee
Slick Silent, D. Ingraham
Ryal Eagle, D. Watson
Power Passer, L. Fitch
Waverly Nero, F. Mahoney
Dominick, P. Battis
Power Passer, L. Fitch
THE STARS
Generality, P. Battis
Don’t Let It End, D. Richards
Blizzbee, G. Nye
Pullet, J. Apperti
II Superbo, P. Bresciani
French Queen, D. Ingraham
Luck’s Lazy Lady, L. Fitch
Emily’s Devil. W. Colby
Gaelic Admiral. L. Fitch
Foxy Jac, G. Bowden
Armbro Blaze F. Parker
Mandible, R. Bartlett
Kentucky Raven, R. Bickmore
Blizzbee, G. Nye
Pullet, G. Bowden
Suffolk Lark, M. Mosher
Swanzey Gus, J. Apperti
Dominick, G. Hall
CEP Secret Word D. Harp
Baron Haven, D.Goodblood
Happy Touch, G. Bowden
King Of Spades, M. Mosher
Henley Hanover, F. Parker
He’s A Striking. D. Goodblood
Pullet, G. Bowden
Riv-Lea John C., J.P. Farrell
Hotline Lobell. I. Mauran
Taurus Boy, P. Woodward
Jodi Overlook, D. Gray
Special Chris, D. Richards
Dual Exhaust A. Webster
Burton Blue Chip, G. Hall
Jessie Rich, D. Ingraham
Happy Touch, G. Bowden
Riv-Lea Roma, J.P. Farrell
Don’t Let It End, G. Hall
Bridewater, P. Bresciani
J.C.’s Tarpon Star, G. Nye
He’s A Striking D. Goodblood
Happy Touch, G. Bowden
The Banker’s Son, D. Ingraham
Jersey Patty, J. Nason
Chester Baron, F. Withee
Taurus Boy, P. Woodward
Shannon Superstar, G. Harp
Big Majority, D. Gray
San Forwood, L. Fitcn
Dancers Duke, R. Mallar
Taurus Boy, P. Woodward
Fortune Wiz, D. Goodblood
Trusty Wise Guy, D. Goodblood
Pine Point Jes. D. Richards
Mulligan, K. Case
Torrington, W. LaFreniere
The Andover Story, J. Richards
Tyler’s Fancy, T. Bernard
Mountain K.O., D.T. Sumner
Suffolk Lark, M. Graffam
Donita, D. Ingraham
Frangelico, D. Ingraham
Catchen Rick, L. Fitch
Hen Don, S. Mancine
Lightning O’Brien, D. Goodblood
Benny Jo, T. Vanidestine

By LEE ALLEN

Haddv Touch each had three^atinef over
moPHies°ter Baron had back to h a rk snh
S T t S o r o u g h Downs He won
in 1:59.2 on May 31, and posted a 1:58.4
win on June 14.
Pullet, a 7-year-old son of Striking
Image, is owned and trained by James
Lombard.
Apperti drove him to the
11fi raf:nfy Jim
a rWo
_ Bowden was the driver
f0r the other thn
three 100-plus marks.
Sweetwood was the only trotter to record three winning trips with Al-Var
speed ratings over 90. He had 94, 95 and
101. He also smashed the Bangor track
record for trotters with a 2:04 win June 15.
The old record was 2:04.4 by Star Of Lov
(Don Richards) in 1983.
A 5-year-old son of Speedy Somolli,
Sweetwood is owned by Kenneth Chambers of St. Albans. Earl Richard is the
trainer. Gary Hall does the driving.
Sweetwood races out of the Gerald Her
rick stable.
Abe Bells, L. Fitch
Cross Way, L. Fitch
Generality, F. Parker
Paraluck, G. Bowden
Race Me Tar, M. Mosher
124 He’s A Striking. D. Goodblood
124 Pullet, G. Bowden
123 Roan Skipper, L. Fitch
122 Macadu, G.
^ Bowden
122 Formal Ivtisty, F. Parker
122 Shadydale Go, D. Watson
122 The Green Hornet, D. Harp
122 Keat’s Colt, M. Mosher
121 Fuel Pincher, D. Niles Jr.
120 Count Fox, A. Maguire
120 LeChef Roy ale, C. Dickison
Mr. Mel. P. Woodward
119 Danava, R. Robertson
117 Gay Promise, J. Nason
116 Astrakhan Hal. D. Goodblood
116 Riv-Lea John C., J.P. Farrell
116 Wil Lor Obce, L. Fitch
115 Dillard’s Bud, P. Battis
114 Fast Pete. P. Battis
114 Mike’s Spiril. P. Battis
114 Wise Tiger, D.T. Sumner
113 Moon Beyond, D. Ingraham
113 Mijaroma Mike, D. Goodblood
112 French Queen, D. Ingraham
112 Unending, G. Bowden
1 1 2 Silky Sassy, D. Goodblood
111 Armbro Buddy, B. Burns
111 Rustic Charmer, B. Brown
110 Zip Along Toot, W. LaFreniere
110 Coral Frost, P. Battis
110 The Green Hornet, D. Harp
110 Count Fox, R. Maguire
no Bai Ley Bill. J. Apperti
no Maine Starskipper, G. Hall
110 Cory’s Tribute, G. Bowden
110 Bob Knight, T. Case
no Following are the trotters that posted
no Al-Var speed ratings of 80 or high, for a
109 winning trip, from May 14 to June 15:
THE SUPERSTARS
109
109 Grandpa Harry W. Loubier
109 Smokey Joe, L. Dancer
109 Sweetwood, G. Hall
109 Solar Ray, D. Goodblood
108 Bradley Pond Julie, D. Richards
108 Grandpa Harry W. Loubier
108 Frankenshew, F. Inman
108 Sweetwood, G. Hall
107 Waystation Willie, D. Gray
THE STARS
107
107 Sweetwood, G. Hall
107 Frankenshew, F. Inman'
107 Long Hill Speedy, P. Battis
107 Hard Time Rosie, F. Parker
107 Wasatch Horace W. LaFreniere
106 Candyman Speed, J. Apperti
106 Bradley Pond Julie, D. Richards
106 D.V. Brad, M. Amman
106 Mr. Favor, D. Richards
106 Easter Cargo, R. Smith
106 Pachuco, D. Ingraham
106 Bill Galla, I. Mauran
106 Hagar, P. Battis
105 Lucky Lady Mae B., L. Fitch
105 Newgate Lobell D. Watson
105 Abe’s Success, R. Bartlett
105 J.C. Lumbert, R. Bickmore
105 Easter Cargo, R. Smith
105 Abe’s Success, R. Bartlett
105 Dawn’s Pomp, J. Mollison Jr.
105 Hiram Woodruff, M. Gallant
105 W7asatch Horace, J. Nason
105 Bobby Gv G. Goodblood
105 Hollandaise, J.Distefano
104 Smokey Joe, L. Dancer
104 Burnin Bob M., D. Ingraham
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Future Bright For Breeding
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI

Frankenshew, one of the most competitive trotters on the grounds wins for
trainer/driver Francis Inman.

Love Those Trotters!
By K.C. JOHNSON
In recent weeks with the large number missed at the Downs.
of highly competitive early-closing Perhaps the strongest entry in the
races, winners-over paces, and, already, field, Frankenshew possesses the most
eleven sub-2:00 miles, the weekly raw speed and certainly the potential to
Preferred Trot has gone largely un break Stonegate Consort’s 2:01.4 track
noticed. However, the top trotters are record should conditions co-operate.
providing unprecedented excitement, as Frankenshew impressed Downs fans
four different trotters have captured the back in 1984, when he won the $4200 finals
Scarborough Preferred in the last four of the Scarborough Downs Trot earlytimes the race has been held.
Hearing this list is Grandpa Harry, closing series, and then finished second
owner of the meet’s fastest mile on the in Fairfield County’s track-record equal
trot, 2:03.1. Owned by Dwight Grover, ing 2:02 score in the 1984 Legislator.
Lightly raced during his three seasons at
who also raced Tear-away Chip for many the racetrack, Frankenshew won his
years, Grandpa Harry has generally first race of 1986 in a non-winners trot
provided the gate speed for the field, and from the eighth hole, and his hand wirehas already thrown in a “29 and change” to-wire 2:09.3 Preferred win on June 13
quarter in a recent start. Trained by raised more than a few eyebrows.
Bion Pike and driven alternatively by Handled by Francis Inman, Frank
Pike and Bill Loubier, Grandpa Harry enshew
qualifies as the horse to watch
went wire-to-wire to capture the meet’s on the trotting
gait during the summer
first top-class trot back on May 16. After months, though he will surely be hard
two-up the track finishes, he responded pressed by the other Preferred entries.
with a strong victory over Frenkenshew These four horses have formed the
on June 6. In his last Scarborough start core
of the 1986 Preferred Trot, with
he struggled over the muddy oval.
Always a factor in recent years’ top others along the periphery. Most notable
these are Smokey Joe, who won
trots at Scarborough has been B.B.’s among
early edition of the Preferred before
High Note, who races out of the Paul an
breaking troubles as of
Battis Stable. After earning some $10,518 experiencing
and Hard Time Rosie, who, now
last year, B.B.’s High Note appears to be late,
back with regular driver Roland Mallar,
rounding into shape right now, and be a surprise factor in upcoming races.
scored a win back on May 31, when The newest entry to this group is
Smokey Joe broke under the wire. With Richard Loubier’s A.B.’s Boy, who won
solid closing speed, B.B.’S High Note is his qualifier in 2:10.1. A.B.’s boy, in from
always one to look for in deep stretch. the Meadowlands, has not raced for a
Though he has yet to take a Preferred year due to a leg injury. It will be
Trot, Long Hill Bill did provide steadi interesting to see now he fits into this
ness to the top trots, recording one group.
second and three thirds, usually at long If these trotters remain together, it is
odds. Handled by both Don Richards and quite possible that we may see a new
Freeman Parker, Long Hill Bill won his track record for trotters before this
first five races in 1986. Unfortunately, he years $20,000 Legislator Trot, scheduled
recently shipped to Bangor, and will be for August 24.

FOR SALE
TRAVADON — (2 yr. old in training) Maine Stakes
Eligible (Travelin Boy-Trustin Terri)
SKIPPER DON — (2 yr. old in training) Maine Stakes
Eligible (Skipper Glen-Hexbars Braver)
R e a d y to t u r n & go a t F r a n k W o o d b u ry S ta b le .
C o m e in a n d tr y th e m ! C u m b e r la n d R a c e w a y
S e llin g b e c a u s e Of to o m a n y h o r s e s $1000.00
each.

No one promotes racing more actively Trusty Dream stands.
or vigorously then Gerry Smith. He Smith sold part interest, on the basis
never misses a chance to talk horses, or of a total valuation of $14,000, to Gordon
sell horses. In the last five years Smith Gray, a Portland insurance man. Gray
has singlehandedly brought more new is a long time race fan but this is his first
owners to the business than any other ten horse.
trainers in Maine, equally important Smith has successfully sold young
many of them are still smiling. Smith hit horses before. Four years ago Robert
paydirt when Trusty Dream, when the Cain paid $4,000 for Trusty Blaze as a
stallion he owns with Barry Howell weanling. Trusty Blaze subsequently
proved he could send out fast, tough earned more than $200,000. Nearly every
stakes colts year after year. Last year
bred by Smith is sold to partner
Smith quit his teaching job and has colt
usually including several owners
parlayed equine bloodlines, savvy, and ships,
who
may
not have prior experience
salesmanship into a one man ‘’‘power of
race horses.
positive thinking” exposition. Smith owning
Smith rightfully believes this sale is
bought mares, bred them and is now significant
not only for his stallion, but
selling some of their colts.
for
the
entire
breeding business in
Last week Smith sold a colt barely six
“When I sell a horse it is good
months old for $14,000 a Maine record. Maine.
everyone,” said Smith. “It raises the
The colt, as yet unnamed, is a full for
brother to Trusty Star, Trusty Bilbo, and value of all other Maine bred colts.”
M & K’s Dream. And $14,000 is more With new owners, Smith expects to
than anyone in Maine has paid for a broaden the base of racing, and believes
locally bred colt. What makes this sale the success of several owners will bring
more impressive is that the colt is still others.
two years away from racing.
Smiths lucky streak is now into its
But then Smith believes this colt is eighth year. Now there is a horse, bred
something special and so does his part by Smith, in virtually every major race
ner Barry Howell. “ He’s the best looking event in Maine.
weanling that we’ve have had at the In the last few years the market for
farm in the last five years.” said Howell.
Maine bred horses has been
“He’s as good a weanling colt as we have
y depressed, but if you believe
had in Pittsfield.” added Ernie Miiles Gerry Smith, that trend is not going to
stallion master at Somerset farm where last for long

FOR SALE
C o u n try H o m e a n d / T r a in i n g C e n te r
363 Blackstrap Rd. Falmouth, Me. 04105
Price: $349,900.
C lassic fou r b ed ro o m ranch, tw o b ath s, fa m lly ro o m w ith fire p la ce,
co n n ectin g d en , cen tra l air th ro u g h o u t.
T rad ition al sla te-sid ed barn w ith fu ll b a se m e n t b a se m e n t en tra n ce
w ith ov erh ea d door for sp a cio u s v e h ic le sto ra g e. H e a te d w orksh o p /u tility ro o m w ith p o ssib le a p a rtm en t fa c u ltie s.
F u lly in su la ted (30x90) m o d ern sta b le w ith 14 b ox sta lls cu rren tly
ren ted at $200. ea ch p er m o n th . In clu d es w a sh sta ll, tack ro o m , h ea ted
o ffic e , 3A bath w ith w a sh e r /d r y e r hook -up s.
O utdoor a m e n itie s in clu d e reg u la tio n riding ring, lig h te d h u n t co u rse,
quarter m lle track, six p ad d ock s, fa rm p on d . P o s s ib le tu rn o u t area w ith
origin al barns a v a lla b le.
T rainers d ream ! M u st s e e to rea lly a p p recia te. A p p ro x im a tely tw o
m lle s to E x it 10 M aine T urnpike.

If interested contact: Nancy Harris, Listing Broker for Mark
Stimson, Real Estate. Tel. 207-774-5858 office or 207-767-2283
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MAINE STANDARDBRED B R EE D E R S STAKE
1986 Sustaining List
3 Year Old Colt Pace (68)
(Hone)
ANOTHER REASON
B.B.’s HERITAGE
BIG SHOT WILLIE
B.J. KNOX
BLACK PRINCE 0
BOOM BOOM O’BRIEN
BROWN DIRT COWBOY
C. B.’s SKIPPER
CAL’S PRIDE
CHIEF IRA B
CHINBRO KNOX DM
CHINBRO SUPER KNOX
COMMANDER VANDER
CREME ALA CREME
DENNY S RIVER KING
DIZZY DEAN
FALCON RIDGECREST
FIESTY BANKER
FIRECRACKER GEORGE
GAEUC ARGON
GAEUC COMMANDER
GAEUC NEVELL
GAEUC TEMPTER
GOVERNOR STEPH
HIGH RANGE
I'M A DREAMAKER
I’M A SUPER SMOKE
I’M IRISH, LAD
J. W. MARX
JOLO JOHN
KAHULA KEN
KILMEADEN
KIMMICK WAL
LASER THROCKMORTON

Donald Leclerc
Germain Binette
A. Lefebvre, W. Hammond
J. & C. Bartlett
Earl Webb
R. & F. Watson
Charles Barnes
R. Steven Ralph
Joseph Weymouth
Paul McCrossin
Foster Ray
Ival Cianchette
R. Cole, V. Forbes
Albert Smith
C. & C. Carter
Unwood Perkins
Carlton Chamberlin
Peter Mela
George Goodblood
E. & J. Ballard
Clifford O’Rourke
E. & J. Ballard
Paul Bonenfant
Charles Farrington
Edgar Hall
Kevin Howell
June Daigle
Richard Rose
N. Murray, W. Davis
Delbert Ellis
Dawn Glidden
G.V. MacDonald, L.Constantine
Ronald Foreman
Robert Chaffee

»t .-jL* V-

(Horse)

(Owner)

LIN MAR WILLIE
LORD OF THE BREEZE
LUCKY T. J.
M M SKIPPER K
MAINE STARSKIPPER
MEADOW GOLD SAM
MEADOW TIM
MILLER MAGIC
OUZO
P. B.’s PILOT
PETERM EER
PRETTY INDEPENDENT
RICK-A-BOB
ROMIE’S FIGHTAWAY
ROMIE’S SUPER JET
ROSIE’S RUSTY
RUNNING DUMMY
RUSTY ROGUE
SKIPIAN
STEVE 0 DAY
STORMS NEVER LAST
SUFFOLK’S BUDDY
T.C.’s TEDDIE
TEMPER T
TERROR HART
TRUSTY PARADE
VALLEY’S BOY
WICKED GOOD
WILLY WASHER
WINDSOCK SNOWSTORM
WINDSOCK SPACE SHOT
WINDSOCK STARGAZER
WINDSOCK TOPLESS
WINDSOCK TRUE LUCK

Ival Cianchette
L. & C. Quirrion
Richard Howard
Leroy Carter
Donald Holsapple
Charles Peers
Sally Cook
Donald Williams
Harry Mitchell
P. & B. Battis
Partridge Road Farm
J. Clements, T. Regan
R.W. & R.L. Cushing
Ruth Norton
Loring Norton
Real Roseberry
Nathelene Watson
Roger Davis
Roger Davis
D. Ingraham, F. Five
Wllliam DiBiase
Richard Cook
Elaine Thoren
Donald Richards
Malcolm Boutllier
Edward Gllman
Stephen McDonald
Penelope Bubier
R. Shaw, F. Neumann
Los Gatos Stable
Bill Loubier
Bruce McGhee
Judith Burke
Bruce McGhee

3 Year Old Filly Pace (55)
ALARM PIT
AMANDA’S VICTORY
ANNIE FRAM E
ATRICIA
BEEN COQUETTE
BRITTANY THREE
BRICK’S FILLY
BURNT STAR
CHINBRO KNOX BELLE
CHINBRO KNOX GEM
CHINBRO KNOX LORI
CHINBRO KNOX TANGLE
CLAIR MONEY
ELAINE 0
ELECTION DAISY
EUNICE
FUCKA SWIFT
FREDLVS SKIPPER
GAEUC BRIO
GAEUC SHEBA
GAEUC VAMP
HILL TOP COUNSEL
HOLLY’S FLIRT
HONEY’S BANKER
HONEY’S BEST
JOEY’S IMAGE
Jo-Lo Linda

Nelson Adams
Deborah Sloan
Peter Hanley
Ronald Ralph
Louise Brochu
K. O’Brien, D. DeLisle
R. & C. Cameron
4-Leaf Clover Stable
Ival Cianchette
Vernal Sinclair
Ival Cianchette
Ival Cianchette
Guy Brochu
Iva B. Gray
Herbert Bean
Roosebelt Susi
G. Anderson, Partridge Farm
Joseph Weymouth
Marilyn Branagan
William DiBiase
E. & J. Ballard
Benjamin Avery
S. & A. Smith
P. Woodward, L. Cummings
Harry Mitchell
Charles Kelley
John Loiko

KATIE MARIE
LADY SUE LEE
LAVISH GINGER
LAVISH STARR
LIN’S TRAVELER
LUCK’S LOVELY LASS
M & K’s DREAM
MAC’S MISS KRIS
MARY-NAY
MISS MUFFET
MISS WORTHY BRET
0 AMY SING
0 HORRORS
PAULA 0
RACE ME. TONIGHT
SARA BLY
SARAH THE TERROR
SENATOR SUZY
SKIP’S KIM
T. C.’s SIZZLE
TEA TIME CINDY
TERRADON
TIFFANY’S BEST
WESTBRIDGE KIM K
WILBEA MARIONETTE
WINDSOCK PRINCESS

Chloe Tracy
S. Estes, P. Estes
W. R. Clemons
Paul Battis
Kevin O’Brien
Peter Hanley
Robert Cain
Gerald MacKenzie
Richard Shiers
Mary Bennett
J. Woods, D. Boynton
A. & S. Smith
Glenn Deletetsky
Kennebec Pace Club
Vernal Sinclair
Richard Daigle
Forrest Nelson
R. Kivatisky
R. Bussiere, R. Patoine
Elaine Thoren
Donald Bryant
Gordon Tait
Ed Kessler
C. Paul Mullen
T. Powers, G. MacKenzie
Bruce McGhee

3 Year Old Trot (22)
ADAMANT JAMES
ANGIE TRYST
AVON ABE
CARELESS COMET
CHINBRO KNOX BREN
CLOVERS LEAF
CLOVER RAINBOW
DIZZY DEAN
FLAME RIDGECREST
FLORA RIDGECREST
FRENCHY RIDGECREST

Roger Watson
W. & G. Barnes
James Christensen
Alice Bonenfant
Malcolm Boutilier
4-Leaf Clover Stable
A. J. Holts
Unwood Perkins
R. & P. Watson
Carlton Chamberlin
R. & P. Watson

GET A JOB
KIMBERLY BLAZE
KNOTCH HILL SIS
MAINEIAC
MISS WORTHY BRET
MISSEY’S GAMBLER
NONESUCH SPLENDOR
OAR RIDGE DEDA
RACE ME. RICHARD
SWEET ROSIE 0
WESTRIDGE PETER

M. Salzillo, V. Hanscom
James Buchanan
Robert Knox, Sr.
R.W. & R.L. Cushing
J. Woods, D. Boynton
Anna Blackwood
John Lynch
Oak Ridge Farm
Race Me. Stables
Justine DiBiaso
M i l /a V tu rr> h ic n n
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SECOND
(ANNUAL
M.S.B.O.A.
SALE
At

Scarborough Downs
S e p te m b e r 6, 1986 A t 10:30 A .M .

Top “Fillies and Mares” finalist, Generality, enters the Winners Circle after a sub
2:00 mile ‘driven by Paul Baltis for owner Roosevelt Susi.

Fast Filly Final

By K.C. JOHNSON

Generality, driven by Paul Battis, took Chef, (who had previously won both of
the $15,600 finals of the Fillies-and- her divisions of the series), and accord
Yearlings, Stakes Eligible
Mares Pacing Series here at the Downs ingly was set off as the favorite by the
last
Saturday evening by defeating a Saturday night crowd, made a break just
Colts And Fillies Plus Breeding Stock
good field of pacers in a blazing 1:59.4, before the three-quarters pole and was
the m are’s second consecutive sub-2:00 not a factor after that point.
For Information
triumph. The victory for the daughter of Generality drew alongside Crane Hill
On Entering Or Catalogue Requests
General Star upped her seasonal earn Italia past the three-quarter pole in
ings to some $12,440 and placed her in the 1:29.4, but Crane Hill Italia proved her
Contact:
Maine record books as the only mare to
Marilyn Branagan
pace two sub-2:00 miles over a Maine gameness and refused to relinquish
either the lead or the rail. The two
half-mile oval.
R.F.D. #2 Box 850
The field encompassed the “ past and battled in this fashion around the final
future” of Maine racing mares, headed turn, steadily drawing away from the
Greene, Me. 04236
by the veteran of Preferred and the remainder of the field in the process.
Tel. 207-946-5628
Maine Stakes, Luck’s Lazy Lady. Also Then, with around a sixteenth of a mile
entered were Crane Hill Italia, recently left to pace, Crane Hill Italia finally
sold to Suzanne Breen of New York but tired, and Generality eased on by to a
two-length triumph. Crane Hill Italia
a long-time regular on the Maine fillies- held on to be second, while the longest
and mares circuit, and H.R. Counsel. shot on the board, V.P. Roma, closed
Maine’s first ever sub-2:00 mare. The alertly late to finish third, beaten four
highly regarded French Queen, a three- length. Rounding out the field, in order
year-old with only seventeen lifetime of finish, were H.R. Counsel. Karen A.
starts, headed the “ future” contigent,
Blastabaroness, Luck’s Lazy Lady,
along with four-year-old Blastabaroness. Van,
and French Queen. Generality returned
In between the two extremes was Gener $6.00 to win, with a $26.60 quimela, $33.80
ality, a four-year-old mare who tested exacta, and whopping $1535.60 trifecta.
the top classes last year.
The finals of this series only capped
In somewhat of a reversal of form, the what
proved to be five of the most
early speed in the mile was provided not exciting races this season at the Downs.
by Blastabaroness (who had set quick Fans observed the maturing of French
early fractions in two of the preliminary
legs) but by Crane Hill Italia, who had Queen from a middle-level conditional
drawn the one post position. Driven by horse to a force to be countered with as
Don Richards, Crane Hill Italia paced off she twice bested not only the highly
the quarter in a quick 28.4 seconds, regarded Foxboro invader Kate’s Last
Star but also H.R. Counsel. Karen A.
S|§|f causing many of the trailers to be caught Van, and V.P). Roma. Generality’s
in the air in the wake of the fast early
fractions. One of these entries, however, 1:59.4 victory in the second preliminary
Collins Isle owned by Marilyn Young with a Rebel Bret filly by her side enjoys the was not Generality, as she found the rail leg was a feat in itself, as it set a new
paddock on a sunny day.
in the first turn in a masterful driving track record for four-year-old pacing
mares, eclipsing, ironically, the previous
maneuever by Battis. This move also mark of Luck’s Lazy Lady set back in
denied the inside to one of the three co 1983. Also, Luck’s Lazy Lady’s score in
favorites in the mile, Luck’s Lazy Lady, 2:04.4 is more impressive than it ap
SEX OWNER
DAM
SIRE
and she ended up racing the entire rest pears, as it came on a very muddy night
colt
Lionel Chasse
Tracie Lee
Rebel Bret
of the race on the outside of the oval, when only one other mile was paced
filly Charles M aurer
Charo's Skipper Ata Karen
most of the time first-over.
below the time of 2:06.3.
Miscellaneous
colt
Norton Farm
Larsen Lobell
Crane
Hill
Italia
continued
to
show
the
For owner Roosevelt Susi, the mo
filly
Dan
Kiesman
Knight
Nancy
GiGi Skipper
way past lthe half in 59.3 seconds, with ment had to be one of his finest in a.
colt
Bob Ray
Lite Me's Girl
Trusty Dream
Generality tipping off the rail as career which has also seen the likes of
filly Tom Andrews
Bena Show Off
Private Jet
Blastabaroness, who had raced the en former Maine Stakes Star and top-class
colt
Donnybrook Farm
Limerick Miss
Persuadable
tire mile second-over on the outside, performer Lollypaloosa go to post. For
filly
Terry
&
Julie
Pratt
Nero
Rivage
Private Jet
began to struggle. Down the backside, the Downs it marked another successful
filly Cead Mile Farm
Some Advance
Nevele Pilot
Generality stepped three-wide past a early-closing series, and also may have
colt
Peter Mela
Andrea Dream
Trusty Dream
fatigued Luck’s Lazy Lady, and moved a begun a rivalry between the Fillies-and
filly Donnybrook Farm
Boston Mess
Persuadable
to
engage the leader. French Queen and -Mares and the Pine Tree Series as to the
filly
Cead
Mile
Farm
Seigar
Spur
Keystone Tryst
David Ingraham attempted to follow most competitive early-closing pro
filly Donnybrook Farm
Limerick Linda
Stephen O.
Battis’ mare, but the daughter of French gram.
Romano Hanover B anbury Blackcolt Cead Mile Farm
byrd
colt Cecil Blackwood
Keystone Tryst
Bellfire
filly Donnybrook Farm
Stephen O
Sail Time
colt Cead Mile Farm
Napoleons Queen
Separate areas for race horses and broodmares with foals.
Nevele Pilot
filly Howard Carr
Romano Hanover Topless
Supervision of stock, Rotate pastures, Provides Grain. $150.
colt
Donnybrook Farm
Stephen O.
Tavern Cita
per
month. If interested call early a.m.
colt
Prudence Grant
Margie Escort
Nevele Pilot
colt
Young
Meadow
Farm
Copter Lobell
Rachel Stevens.
......
, T e l. 207-625-4109 o r 625-8332
filly
Richard Bragdon"
Suitcoat
Chinbro Flo

Featuring

Foals of the Month

NEED TO PASTURE YOUR STOCK?

I
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What’s Next Wins Bucky Dav Memorial
BP * imMf

'embers of the Bucky Day family present the Memorial Trophy to What’s Next and Mickey McNicol after a quick trip in th e 1:55.
purse
Grand
Vitesse,
as
well
as
Wil
side
Tres
Grand
Vitesse
and
seeming
Micky McNichol borrowed colors, a
place, and Williamsburg One (Peter
liamsburg One, Skipper’s Vestige and
ly had What’s Next measured down
helmet and boots from local drivers
Blood) picked off dying horses in the
the backstretch after the speedy half
Roscoe Almahurst.
on Sunday (May 25) and obviously had
lane to gain third in the 1:55.1 mile.
As expected, Tres Grand Vitesse
of :57.3. What‘s Next held the lead
little trouble adjusting to the new gear
The time equalled last year’s in
(Steave O’Toole) left early and led the
gamely around the turn home, clock
as he guided What’s Next to a four
augural Bucky Day Memorial which
field of seven to the first auarter in
ing 3/4 in 1:26.4 while Caramore lost
length victory in the second annual
was won by Caramore, the first of
a snappy :28.1. Just as the leader hit
some ground after having been parked
Bucky Day Memorial Pace, an invita
three consecutive New England track
the quarter pole, McNichol pulled and
for a half mile. What’s Next was much
tional worth $25,000. McNichol and
records for the Jolly Roger horse in
took the lead for good. Caramore,
the best as the 4-5 favorite, drawing
What’s Next faced a classy field,
1985. The holiday weekend crowd and
with John Hogan catch-driving, fol
away down the stretch to win by four
including tra c k re c o rd -h o ld e r
handle totals were season highs, 3717
lowed the live cover to draw along
lengths. Caramore dug in to save
Caramore, Libby’s Sandman and Tres
and $422,799 respectively.

F oxb oro C alendar

C e le b rity C u p R u n n e th O v e r

And now, the continuing story of the
saga entitled: The Plimpton Celebrity
Challenge Cup. Or, will a middle aged
man of means find happiness chasing
other people of means around harness
r
J
V
j i
tracks, steering horses hitched to sulk
ies?
SAT.
FRI.
WED. THURS.
SUN.
MON.
TUES.
When first it began, we discovered
George Plimpton, the witty and cultured
2
host of “ Mouseterpiece theater,” taking
driving lessons from harness racing Hall
f e t
f e t
5M
-----of Famer Bill Haughton. George speaks:
7
9
“ I was going to try British flat racing
once, many moons ago. But when they
f e t
' f a t .
told me I would have to spend a year in
f e T ,
training and lose 30 pounds for the Grand
14
16
National at Aintree, I thought that was
w
a bit too much. I opted for harness
'f e e
racing. Now I can stil race a horse. And
keep
mv 30 pounds, too!”
23
21
Tne Celebrity Cup, named in honor of
George, is a series of races scheduled for
f e e
f e t
f e e
f a t
a handful of tracks around the continent
30
in which Plimpton invites other well28
known personalities to compete against
him. It is all sponsored by the North
f e e
f e t
f e e
American Harness Racing Marketing
Association whose responsibility it is to
add some deeper hues to the colorful
world of harness racing.
It all began at Pompano Park where
George Plimpton came up against
George Steinbrenner, who not only owns
the New York Yankees but some harness
horses, too; Kim Bokamper of the
Miami Dolphins, Sharon Smith of ESPN
and Whitey Ford, the foremr Yankee
pitching star.
Who won?
Well, let me answer it this way:
George Steinbrenner has a little sign on
his desk that says, “ Lead, follow, or get
the hell out of the way.” Steinbrenner
took his own advice, grabbed the lead
and never let go till he reached the
finishline. Said George Plimpton when
all the dust had settled: “he (Steinbren
ner) just pushed that horse along. If it
had faltered I think he would have
jumped out and pulled that sulky
Dr. Howard Seeherman utilizes video tapes in his lecture on arthritis sponsored by himself.”
Tom Harmer showed Steinbrenner
Tufts University at Foxboro Raceway.
how to handle the reins for the Pompano
The schedule for the clinics to be held at Foxboro Raceway:
race. Hamer, who trains the top pacer
Falcon Seelster, bragged on the Yankee
Saturday, August 9, 2-5 p.m.
Saturday, February 7, 2-5 p.m.
skipper. “ He has a lot of horse sense."
Saturday, October H, 2-5 p.m.
Saturday, April 4, 2-5 p.m.
A month later, at the newly opened
Saturday, December 12, 2-5 p.m. ,,

Vet Clinics at Foxboro

Fairplex Park in Pomona, California,
Plimpton took on another quartet of
challengers, most of them from movies
and television. There was Elliot Gould,
the “Get Smart” Don Adams, Peter
Scolar of the Bob Newhart Show and
Bosom Buddies, and, finally, Olympic
gold medal winner Bob Seargren. At the
finish wire it was the Olympic gold first
and, alas, our boy George in fourth
position.
Undaunted, Plimpton headed for the
next field of battle. On May 9, Lexington,
Kentucky’s Red Mile staged the third leg
of the celebrity Cup. And guess who
emerged victorious? Why, the old
Mouseterpiece Theater host himself,
that’s who! He rubbed wheels with a
sports columnist, a sports editor, the U.
of K. basketball coach and an AllAmerican basketball player. George
rubbed his hands together and asked:
“ Wh^’s next?”
Plimpton doesn’t know as yet who the
other celebrities will be at The
Meadowlands and at Toronto’s Green
wood Raceway on June 5 and June 12.
But he gains confidence every time he
swings those long 59 year old legs into
a sulky. 25 vears ago, when George and
everyone else described him “a non
athlete,” he decided to change his image
and move into the world of athletic
competition. He arranged to pitch in an
All-Star Baseball game at Yankee
Stadium. His book “Out of My League”
recorded that experience.
Then he tested his nerve against the
Detroit Lions and quickly discovered
how it felt to be thrown to the lions. He
wrote a book about that: Paper Lion. He
did some more things: basketball with
the Boston Celtics, a goalie with the
Boston Bruins; trading punches with
Archie Moore. He didn’t write books
about them all. But it is hoped he’ll get
out his typewriter and come up with
another best seller about harness racing
where he has already been declared a
winner. He might if he can squeeze it in
between all the other projects in his job
ja r, including choreographing the
pyrotechnics for the unveiling of the
reconditioned Statue of Liberty on July
4. He’ll probably get as big a bang out
of that as he did winning his first horse
race.

Fairs:
‘ Fame and Fun
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Therapeutic

Massa§e

ON THE RAIL *
There isn’t much more fun on this old his career helping around fairground
planet of ours than to spend an afternoon tracks in upstate New York. And his
at a county fair. Sure, they’re hot and sons, who have followed in his footsteps,
steamy and sometimes dusty. So who were required to start from the same
cares?
low places on harness racing’s totem
In thirty states across the U.S. of A., pole. All the great trainer-drivers wore
this summer, there are trotting and dirty boots before the gold Hall of Fame
pacing races at nearly 500 county fairs. rings were slipped on their fingers.
You’ll find most of them in the midwest.
The early American county fairs not
But New York State has thirty of them, only featured trotting races; they were
plus the state Fair at Syracuse. And if also perfect places for farmers to show
you have a hankerin’ to hit the dusty trail off their prize stallions. Some nice
and chase Standardbreds for a couple of pocket money could be had by promoting
months, here’s your chance. The County stud services. And farmers were not
Fair Sire Stakes circuit begins at above calling other farm ers’ stallions
Trumansburg in Tompkins County on unkind names if they thought it would
July 1st and ends in Columbia County at lower his image. Bill Rysdyk’s young
Chatham the end of August. Charles stallion, Hambletonian, was referred to
Knauss, who directs the Agriculture and as “Rysdyk’s bull.” Even if it did upset
New York State Horse Breeding De old Bill, he probably cried all the way to
velopment fund, says the Fund will make the bank. Rysdyk had sworn he would
harness horsemen $382,465, richer by the make a fortune in stud fees from his
time the last rose of summer has lost its horse. And he did. To prove Hambletobloom.
nian’s worth, he first provided the
Not only have some of harness rac services free and later sold what he used
ing’s swiftest performers been groomed to give away. The horse was only five
for greatness on the fair circuit, but a months old when his owner brought him
couple of Hall of Fame drivers have been to the Orange County Fair in Goshen in
launched into stardom from there, too. 1849. Hambletonian had no idea what
Carmine Abbatiello, who enters the was in store for him at that tender age.
sport’s Hall of Fame of the Trotter at But by returning to the fair grounds each
Goshen on July 6, drove his first race at year and convincing fellow farmers to
the Flemington, New Jersey, fair thirty bring their mares to his horse, Rysdyk
years ago and attributes his “go get ’em was able to breed his four-legged macho
attitude” to those early summertime over 1,900 times. Trotting race days
races where the living is far from easy. brought large crowds to the fair when
Carmine is harness racing’s Number word got around that Hambletonian was
Two Man; he’s the second ranking going to be exhibited. Nobody stayed
money earner with $40 million and holds down on the farm.
a similar position in race wins: 6,000. Trotting races at county fairs is pure
Herve Filion is Number One.
Americana. Right up there with mother
Carmine came right out of Port hood and apple pie. One-horse trailers
Richmond High School and into the sulky still line the backstretches and the
scene, working and learning from big families that brought them hang over the
brother, Anthony, doing all the scuzzy back fence, rooting for Pop to bring their
things that must be done while earning horse home a winner. It’s a life little
his spurs to go it alone eight years later. changed from what it used to be a
Billy Haughton is another Hall of century and more ago. The only dif
Famer who raked out many a stall on the ference is that farmers don’t bring their
county fair circuits before he became a stallions to the fairs anymore. They
legendary figure in the sport. He began can’t get them through the turnstiles.

Mass Sire Stakes Fair Schedule
DATE
July 19
July 26
July 27
Aug. 9
Aug. 23
Aug. 28
Aug. 29
Sept. 8

LOCATION
Foxboro Raceway
Groton (2yr. old)
Groton (3yr. old)
Sharlu (Leverett)
Plainville
Spencer (2yr. old)
Spencer (3yr. old)
Greenfield

STARTING
FEE
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00

ENTRIES
CLOSE
July 15
July 22
July 22
Aug. 5
Aug. 19
Aug. 25
Aug. 25
Sept. 4

POST
TIME
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00
12:00

All para-mutuel racing is under the Rules & Regulations and conditions of the
United States Trotting Association, Massachusetts Racing Commission and
Foxboro management.
NOTE: Qualifing standards non-betting races as follows:
Two year old trotters
2:25
Two Year old pacers
2:15
Three year old trotters
2:20
Three year old pacers
2:10
Entrants must have a charted line with no breaks before entering.
Eligilibity: A . Mass sired and registered with the Dept. Food and Agriculture
B. Sustained
C. Tattooed
D. Coggins Test
E. Eligibility papers
)e at Foxboro Raceway date of draw (See above) or
Eligilibity papers
srs must be
entry will not be accepted.
Entries close at 10:00 A.M. and may be placed in the entry box at Foxboro
Raceway or given to Robert Chapin, before box closes. Mail entries received after
10:00 A.M. of the declared draw date will be accepted.
If yo have questions contact Robert Chapin, Wilson St., Spencer, Ma. 01562
Telephone: 617-885-5014.
Entry fee must accompany written entry unless prior notice is granted.

Viscount, a thoroughbred, receives therapeutic muscle massage as a method of
prevention, from the talented Jack Meagher.
THOSE MYSTERIOUS PROBLEMS...
“My horse has been checked, scoped,
x-rayed and there is nothing wrong; so,
how come he’s still off?”
If your horse were to have an accident,
illr
an illness,
or be found to have a structual
deformity, it is understandable that he
would be ‘off.’ When there is no apparent
cause and he goes ‘off’ for no seeming
reason, it is not easily understood.
Nothing happens witnout a reason and
the cause of the problem is every bit as
important as the problem. Why did it
happen? Each and every problem has a
reason every bit as definite as one
caused by an accident. Unexplained
problems out number the accidents by a
wide margin.
Often it is the failure to recognize that
the muscular system can be the entire
cause of problems which results in
inadequate treatment. Unfortunately, it
is the modus operandi of covering up
minor causes which leads to severe
problems somewhere down the road.
While much is done for the orthopedic
type of injury and to correct deformity
or illness, very little of a meaningful
nature has been done in the field of
preventing or correcting strain type
injuries. It is usually assumed that
muscles will eventually take care of
themselves. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Until it is realized that
the muscular system (sixty percent of
the horse’s total body weight and the
system responsible for motion) is a
predominant cause of motion problems,
many things will remain a mystery that
should not be mysterious at all.
The physiological response of muscle
to trauma of any type (overuse, over
stretch, overload, a blow) is first
tightening. Tightening is followed by the
development of a spasm at the exact spot
where the trauma occurred. (A spasm is
a group of fibers held in tetanic contrac
tion unable to secure its own release -a rigid knot.) Because tightening and the
spasms are an extension of the normal
contraction process, there is nothing to
show up on x-rays or with standard
testing procedures. It is, however, a
malfunction! Any muscle, any portion of
muscle which is not working for the
horse, is working against the horse -ACTIVELY!
A muscle that cannot accommodate
the movement placed upon it will pull or
even tear. Thus, a movement normally
within the safe context becomes unsafe
when shortening and spasm are present.

The stage is now set for the one final
overstretch overload, or the vigorous
movement which will produce the
massive spasm of a charley horse or the
tear inng of tissue.
IT’S NOT ALWAYS THE LAST THING
YOU ATE THAT MADE YOU SICK...
And it’s not always the last thing your
horse did that caused the problem!
Because of this cumulative aspect, the
original spasm could have been building
for weeks. It could have started with a
high strung horse having a fight with his
rider, or not wanting to be loaded, or
becoming caste in tne stall, or racing
around the pasture. It could have started
as a result of the protective splinting
that developed from a foot, ankle or
lower leg injury. There are many things
that can occur outside of training or
competing areas which cause undue
tightening which becomes aggravated by
training and competing. Once you are
aware of this, you can very often recall
som ething which happened which
equates to your equine’s problem. It is
lelpfi'
not only 'he!
ful to your state of mind to
have an idea of what and why the
problem has happened, but it also helps
to decide what the proper treatment
should be.
THE HELPING HAND, THERAPY
What you now have is a bit of knotted
tissue restricting motion and causing
pain. When this malfuntioning bit of
tissue is restored to its normal function,
the pain ceases and the problem disap
pears. In all cases the exact causative
spot must be located. The tissues even
an inch away are perfectly normal.
Involved, yes, but this tissue involve
ment is symptomatic. The one small spot
is the cause. The key to success is
accuracy. If you can’t find the spot, you
can’t do the job.
It is the location of these spasms, at
the ends of the muscle, that provides the
logic for deep massage therapy. It is the
reason why this therapy is so often
successful when all other methods have
failed. It is why a horse that has been
‘off’ for months (even years) can be
restored to normal movements by the
release of the spasms.
E ditors note:
The prim ary functin o f sports massagie, as
opposed to physical therapy, is prevention.
The basis o f all athletic m ovem ent is
synchronization. In his book *B eating
Muscle Injuries’’ Jack Meagher describes
his therapeutic technique in detail. (To
order: P.O. Box 713, Rowley, Mass. 01969
- $12.95 plus postage)
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---------- FOR SALE-----------

Now Accepting Entries For The

Trotting Broodmare

1ST ANNUAL
S.O.A.N.E.
STANDARDBRED MIXED
SALE

KEYSTONE SATAN (1966) 2:02.3f.-$75,000. by Hambletonian
winner Harlan Dean 1:58.2 out of producer, Scotch Lois. This
mare raced tough Roosevelt/Yonkers circuit later was
selected as Aged Mare of the year at Foxboro Raceway in
1974.

Plus

Dam of:

E q u i p m e n t S ale

Skipper’s Angel 2:03.3h (Mountain Skipper)
Star-O-Doon p.2-2:02.3f (Mountain Skipper)
Satan’s Cherub 2:03.1f (Mountain Skipper)
Song of Satan 210.4h (Songcan) racing
Kimberly Blaze (Watchful) racing
Hurricane Aileen (Watchful)
Qualified 6/25/86 at Scarborough
for Maine Stakes.

Saturday,
October 4, 1986
At

Foxboro Raceway
R a c e h o rs e s — Y e a rlin g s — B r o o d m a r e s

Keystone Satan was last bred to Kawartha T. Barr in March
and pronounced in foal. This is a good opportunity to
purchase a producing trotter whose offspring will be eligible
to the Maine Stakes.

W e a n lin g s — S ta llio n s
For Entries Or Information:

S ta n d a r d b r e d O w n e rs A ss o c ia tio n
O f N e w E n g la n d

C ontact:
R o b ert B u c h a n a n
4 T im b er L an e
N o. R ea d in g , M ass. 01864
T el. 617-664-3418

$ 5 0 0 to m e e t’s leading
dash winningdriver!

FREE CAMPING!
( horsemen only)
E l e c t r i c H o o k - u p s On G r o u n d s

Every race a trophy race
plus a victory cooler race!
NAME OF HORSE

Jim Roberts, Executive Secretary
(617) 543-1722
P.O. Box 175 South Walpole, Mass. 02071

THERE’S PLENTY OF RACING AT THE

VICTORY COOLER

AUGUST 2 9 th THROUGH SEPTEMBER 6 th , 1 9 8 6

VERMONT STATE FAIR
LOCATED IN PICTURESQUE RUTLAND, VT

n in e

(9 ) c o n s e c u t iv e

Applications Close
SEX

AGE

a f t e r n o o n s o f p a r i m u t u e l r a c in g

STALL APPLICATION

1986
EARNINGS

1986

s ta r t s

LIFE
EARN

GAIT

August 7, 1 9 8 6

date of
last start

i j
" R a c e i'* *

irom

FARRELL
DISTRIBUTING
RTE CENTER RUTLAND. VT
4.

OWNER AND ADDRESS

1

2
3
4
5
0
7
8
9
10
11
12
Name

r

Street

Aoo'ess ______

Two Day Box ■Call Early.

Tramer s Name.

Telephone Number

Date

Town

............................................n ______________

M m I T o: Brian R Hickey

Expected Arrival Date

Stale

802-775-5200 (Gen Off
802-775-4261 (Race Sec.

ZiD

Director of Racing
Rutland vt State Fair
Rutland Vermont 05701
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W o rm in g T h e B r o o d m a r e & F o a l
By Eden Bermingham ’88

et Views
Worming both the broodmare and foal inflammation of the intestinal mucosa,
is one of the most important preventive resulting in a persistent diarrhea which
measures a breeder can take to insure could prove fatal if untreated.
Among the large strongyles, the most
a healthy foal that will reach its full
growth potential. Foals are infected with pathogenic is S. vulgaris, which can
parasites both pre- and post-natally, and migrate within the arteries of the in
, it is up to the breeder to recognize them testines up to the cranial mesenteric
oefore the foal becomes overburdened artery (the main blood supply to the
intestines), causing arteritis, which may
with parasites.
The two main sources of contamina lead to thrombosis and embolism of the
tion for the foal are the environment and blood vessels. This in turn can lead to a
the dam herself. Since it is often more decrease in the blood supply to the gut
difficult to directly reduce the amount of and cause colic. The other large strong
parasites present in the pasture and yle species found in the foal. S. endenaround the stable, it is usually more tatus and S. equi, are larger and more
feasible for horseowners to worm all difficult to remove with anthelmintics,
their broodmares regularly. This in but their larvae are less destructive.
directly decreases the number of para Unlike Strongyloides westeri, which is
sites passed on to the soil in the manure. relatively self-limiting, strongyle infec
Because one of the objectives of a tion in the foal starts soon after birth and
worming program is to reduce pasture continually increases until adulthood.
contamination, the mare and all other The initial infection is due in part to
horses sharing a pasture should be coprophagia, in which the foal ingests
wormed at least twice a year, alter some of its dam’s manure. This behavior
nating anthelm intics of different not only helps to supply the foal’s
chemical nature every six to twelve intestinal tract with bacteria and other
months to lower the chance of acquired normal flora, but also provides the
resistance within the parasite popu strongyles with a convenient route of
lation. It appears to be most effective to entry.
The last parasite described in this
worm after the frost in late fall and then
article
is Strongyloides westeri, which is
again in early spring, before the mares
are put out on pasture. The most unusual in that it is passed on to the foal
important worming is that done around in the m are’s milk. Larvae which were
foaling time, since the adult parasite previously arrested in the dam’s tissues
population is larger and there is an start to migrate around foaling time,
increase in the infective larval stages “leak” into the m are’s mammary gland,
which are especially dangerous for the and are carried out in the milk. Infected
foal. As for the foat itself, many breed foals begin to pass eggs in their manure
ing farms worm foals over two months ten to fourteen days after birth. Diar
old every four to eight weeks. It is very rhea frequently occurs at this time.
important to treat all the broodmares Since these two events coincide with the
and all their offspring in order to insure first estrus of the dam (the “ foal heat” ),
a reduction in pasture contamination, nine to thirteen days post-partum, it is
particularly that of strongyle eggs. It is thought that parasites may be a con
also helpful to put recently wormed tributing factor to “foal heat diarrhea,”
horses in a less contaminated field in although the exact cause is unknown.
order to decrease the danger of reinfec Because of its unusual method of trans
mission, the incidence of S. westeri
tion.
The three species of parasites that are reaches a maximum between one and
most troublesome to foals are ascarids, nine weeks after birth, then rapidly
strongyles, and Strongyloides westeri. drops, disappearing at around five
The ascarids, which live in the small months of age when the foal is usually
intestine, are very prolific and can cause weaned.
There is now a variety of safe and
severe contamination of pastures and
effective anthelmintcs to treat both the
barns. The infections are most common mare and foal. However, the horseowner
in foals and yearlings, which carry should check with his or her veterinarian
heavier parasite burdens than adults. because some anthelmintics are con
Because they are so numerous and traindicated in pregnant mares and in
resistant, it is more effective to suppress foals.
these parasites with anthelmintics to
Whichever worming method the horsedecrease the initial contamination from owner chooses, the important thing is to
the dam.
adhere to a regular schedule and to take
The most pathogenic parasites of foals other necessary precautions such as
are the strongyles that reside in the thorough cleaning of foaling stalls and
large intestine. There are two groups - pasture rotation in order to reduce the
- the large strongyles and the small initial infection of the foals to a manage
^strongyles. The small strongyles make able level. Although it is impossible to
up 80 percent of the strongyle population, prevent all the avenues of parasite
but do less damage than the large transmission, the horseowner can do
strongyles that migrate extensively much to reduce the parasite burden and
through various organs and tissues. produce a healthier foal by becoming
Although the small strongyles are aware of the methods of infection and
usually well tolerated, a large increase taking steps to minimize the effect on
in their numbers in spring may cause an the foal.

A ll A c c o u n tin g F u n c tio n s
In c o m e T axes
S y n d ic a tio n s
W e S p ecia lize in H orse, S tab le and O ther A gricu ltu ral E n terp rises
$$$ Call or W rite $$$

HAND OVER ASSOCIATES
P .O . B o x 3 N . M on m o u th , M aine 04265 T el. 207-933-4065

Arthur Nason coasts to an easy lead with the outstanding two year old trotter T w ilight
N who is eligible to the lucrative Mass Stakes.

Broodmare of the Month
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Mountain Skipper, a New England Scarborough Downs, Speedy Crown was
racing legend is long gone from the race iust a Pennsylvania Sire stakes stallion.
track, his records eclipsed. He’s been Maudene N was headstrong. She had
standing stud successfully, but he never speed, earned a mark of 2:09.4 as a two
produced a son so charasmatic and swift year old and accumulated nearly $150,000
as he. In the end it may be the maternal in earnings. Though her race career can
side which will be remembered the hardly be called an overwhelming suc
longest, in the end it may just be Sadie cess, with her stellar top line, and game
Tass, his dam, who carries the family. productive maternal family she has the
She had fourteen foals, all racehorses.
Her daughters were producers. Among potential to produce home-grown trot
them Teenie Sue remains the most ters rarely seen in New England.
Maudene N was first bred to Bettors
interesting.
Choice
and delivered a filly, now three.
She was foaled in 1962 and raced her
career as a game Mark Anthony trotter. Next she was sent to Massachusetts
Her first colt, Mr. Bulldog, by Square stallion TNT’s Bambino. The pairing
Deal, raced an extended career, but produced Twilight N.
made most of his $165,000 as a champion TNT’s Bambino remains one of the top
trotters produced by yet another New
New York Sire colt trotter.
Freedom Deal, by Square Deal, like England legend, the great Yankee Bam
his dam and grandam, ground out double bino. There seems to be a predestined
digit wins, and accumulated hard earned star near some horses. And with intense
money in low purse events, trotting in local color, linked with genuine good
2.05 and pacing in 2.06. Ultimately he breeding and a legitimate speed in
made well over $50,000 the hard way. heritance Twilight IN is a Massachusetts
The 1977 colt from Teenie Sue was also trotter to watch.
by Square Deal, but between them came When the final works are written
a single filly, she by Speedy Crown.
Mountain Skipper will be remembered,
Now with pages of statistics a case can but he will be linked to the rest of the
be made that Speedy Crown is the best speed in the family and every one will
trotting stallion in the world, but when originate with Sadie Tass, a foundation
Arthur Nason started Maudene N at mare.

Foxboro News
By CARL METCALF
The July 13th Spirit of Massachu
s e tts In v ita tio n a l a t Foxboro
Raceway is expected to be one of the
most competitive and swiftest har
ness races ever staged in New Eng
land. Scheduled to return to Foxboro’s
5/8 mile oval is track record holder
Caramore. The eight year old pacer
will be defending his 1:54.4 “ All-New
England” time against a host of
horses most of whom will be shipped
in for the big race. Last July 21st,
Caramore won the “ Spirit” defeating
favored Guts and several other
outstanding horses.
The renewal of the Spirit of Massa
chusetts will be one of the major
highlights of the racing year at Fox
boro, topped only by the $100,000
Discovery Pace in October. Special
events are planned throughout what is
billed as “Spirit Weekend,” with give
aways and more on tap.
Caramore’s competition for the
race will certainly be stiff, although

race secretary Mark Lydon has high
hopes for attracting top invitational
class horses, primarily from The
Meadowlands facility in New Jersey.
“I’m hoping for Meadow Ro Mar. He
finished second to Forrest Skipper in
that, world record.” Lydon refers to
times that Meadow Ro Mar was
second to Forest Skipper in 1:51.3
efforts, a world record time for four
year old pacers. Meadow Ro Mar is
trained and driven by Joe Scorsone for
a trio of New York based owners.
Another name mentioned in connec
tion with the $50,000 Spirit of
Massachusettes is What’s Next, the
Mickey McNichol driven four year old
who has tied with Forrest Skipper for
the world record for four year olds,
l:5i.3. What’s Next shippeid to Fox
boro last month to win the $25,000
Bucky Day Memorial by four lengths.
Caramore was second in that race and
returned in early June to capture the
$30,000 Simon C. Bishop Memorial.
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---------------MASS SIRE STAKES
Two Year Old Eligibles 1986
Aleco
Al’s Champ
Annie’s Orphan
Archie’s Champ
Art’s Reward
Bank Note Sharlu
Barnsmell
Black Iron
Bomac’s Skipper
Bromp
Calvin Wiggs
Captain Steel
Carrollcade
Celtic Sea
Chucka Champ
Complete Power
Cartege
Dancer’s Bay
D.A.’s Regal
Donnybrook Star
Double Jack
Downeast Charlie
Eastfield Bo
Eastfield Fox
Electric Power

Colt Pacers
E.M. Tuff Stuff
F air’s Champ
Farbro Fortune
Farbro Skipper
Farbro Tide
Farbro Yankee
Figgi
Flo Power
Frankie C
Gopher D Kash
Gundy’s Hope
Iron Power
Jack Beau
Jack Power
Jim Jim Gavin
J. Lee
Jovial Turtle
Kayobee H unter
Keewaydin Skip
KMS Phantom
Larry Pleasure
Leo’s Supreme
Lil Instigator
Limerick Thunder

Little Joe
Love of Floyd
Luxury Marquis
Luxury Scott
Mac Senator
Miles End Ike
Modern Day Warrior
Mountain Enforcer
Nero’s Leader
Nordic Knight
O’Diuggins
Overdrive Sharlu
Paint’s Pride
Persain Boy
Polski Joe
Poulie
Power Bob
Proud Pallidin
Ralston Unclehans
Rambull
Rayne Will Reign
R.B. Supreme
Red Stallion
Roman Mead

Save Ground
Selectman Joe
Shamff Saul
S.K. Rascal
Sky Champ
Slippen N Slidden
Sooner Fella
Speedy Decision
Spend Your Money •
Steve’s Revenge
Sufficient Proof
Super Cav
Supreme Willy
Sweepstaker
Swift Casey
T.C. Cavalier
T.C. Rosenstorm G
T.C. Stevie
The R.B.Express
Thor TC
Uncle M erritt
Vancy B
Young Boss
Young Cherub

Filly Pacers
Altman Blizzard TC
Ali Cade
All Jazz
Baby Touch
Bee’s Valentine
Big Time Flyer
Calcutta Kasi
Cantops Last Battle
Champie
Chemical Warfare
Cinder Kate
Classic Contessa
Classic Lace

Diamond Lead
Donnybrook Margie
Double A.C.’s Gem
Farbro Best
Gentle Jody
Gold Ring
Happy Shamrock
I’m Attractive Too
Impish Power
J.M. Kwacker
Judy Gucci
Kathy Chase
K.M.’s Tarbaby

Colt Trotters
Brooklyn Key
Bubie’s Surrender
Crane Hill M aster
C.R. Bambino
Doolin
Firedrill
King Phillip
L.G.B.’s Joy
Meadow Hopper

Mushnuggets
Randrill
Roman Rush
Sargent Slaughter
Sharp Lee Kidd
Tactics
Teddybear G
Timahoe
Worthy Bambi
Young Spike

.

Lori’s Jackpot
Lunar Star
Miles End Shelly
Millie Young
Mischief Lady
Miss Glory Days
Mollie Skipper
Mrs. Helen
Myo Ya Ya
Nehru’s Bunny
Nina’s Babe
Noble Friday
Penthouse Sharlu

Pepper Power
Playdough
Robin Jay Butler
Rose Power
Sharp Lee Catt
She’s A Knockout
Sliver Slipper
Skip N Twigs
Supreme Sireen
THC Ann
White Monday
Younger Sister
Young Playm ate

Filly Trotters
Dad’s One Love
Funny’s Pride
Gypsy Warning
Helen Sharlu
H.N.H. Bambi
Lady Bothwell
Local Seven
Lori’s Doll

Mz. T
Overland Lady
PIM Roman Goddess
Steffemie
Super Tuesday
Synchroness
Touch Of Heaven
Twilight N

(L ist su b ject to o m m issio n s or errors)
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Three Year Olds - MASS SIRE STAKES - 1986 Spring Series
The Mass Sire Stakes completed their
Spring Series F inals at Foxboro
Raceway on Friday, June 27th.
An upset in the three year old trot
division took place when Baron Sharlu
(Drill Instructor - Baroness Jan) a colt
owned by the estate of Louis Brudneck
driven by John Marshall defeated the
highly regarded Captain Henry (Magical

Mirror Man - Mary Too) in 2:03. Roman
Bettina (Roman Key - Triple H. Nancy)
was third in the $21,200 mile.
The three year old pacing colt division
winner was no surprise as Circles
Gambler (Maxie Hanover - Rock Candy
Mountain) circled the Foxboro oval in
2:00.1 to capture the major portion of the
$27,000 purse for owner/trainer/driver

K S A R A S W IL L O W
$ 2 5 ,1 2 0 -3 .2 :0 1 2 (5 /.)

.
Driver-JOHN MARSHALL

Ken Orr. Eastfield Richard (Miles End
Steve - Susie 0 Thad) was second with
Larcency (American Shadow - Matron)
third.
The pacing filly division with a
similiar purse of $27,000 for the distaffers went to the impressive Sara’s
Willow (Nevele Leader - Willowbrook
Sal) in 2:01.4 with John Marshall in the

ch f 3. by Nevele Leader Willow

Brook Sal

bike for owners Harold Wescott and
Everett Beals. Miles End Carol (Miles
End Steve - Knight Belle) picked up
second money with Lavish Candy third,
'
This lucrative series concludes to be
followed by the summer fair series
beginning on July 19th at Foxboro
Raceway.

by Dancer Hanover

Harold Prescott & Everett Beals, Manchester, CT
3-11-48 (170) Red-White-Blue

.

Fox%2:012198B
FoxV«2:03'1985
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CIRCLE 5 G A M B L E R
C8

r n f t t <5/„>

b g, i t>y Maxie Hanover— Rock Candy M t by Mountain Skipper
Kenneth C. Orr, Lebanon, CT.
F o x y .2:0021986 *

r tr i v e r .lt r N N F T M O O P

N O T IC E !
G len A b b e — T h ree year old filly by th e M ass, sire, A m erica n S h adow
w as in co rrectly liste d as a co lt on th e recen t N e w E n g la n d Sulky
C ham p ionsh ip list.

MOO!
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Trainer Profile

Ch** Poole

Chet Poole who winters at Pompano Park has returned for the summer months to
Monticello Raceway where he trains a small select stable.
MONTICELLO — Chet Poole now complishments with a horse called Sprit
calls Monticello home. Two years ago he Special.
“I bought him for $1900 at the Old
moved his stable to the Nighty M. But
unlike Fellow New Englanders, Walter Glory Sale when he was 2 coming 3,” he
Case, Gary Mosher and Billy Parker, Jr. explained. “He was a brother to a good
who came to display their driving talent, horse from Maine called Steady Brave
and I liked the way he looked. As a 3Poole just trains.
“ Basically I came to Monticello year-old we won with him in 2:01:2 then
Raceway because Billy Parker moved sold him for $15,000. The following year
here,” Chet explained. “ Ever since I I saw where he was in a $4,000 claimer
started training horses Billy, or his uncle at Monticello so I bought him back.
“I took him to Foxboro, changed some
Freeman, did most of my driving.”
Poole has been conditioning standard equipment, and won ten races in-a-row
breds full time since he graduated from with him. He ended-up in the $20,000
college, some fifteen years ago. He claiihefs taking a record of 2:00 flat.”
Chet has spent the last few winters
erew-up in Pemaquid, Maine, graduated
from Bristol High School, and then racing at Pompano Park.
“It’s always Deen a dream of mine to
earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from
Husson College in Bangor. After gradu race at Pompano,” he said. “I had a
ating Chet sold insurance, but according couple of owners who wanted to go there,
to him that wasn’t what he really liked too, which made it that much easier. It’s
to do. “I couldn’t get to the track quick great there. I hope I’ll always get a
enough when I was selling insurance,” change to race down south during the
winter.”
he laughed.
Poole has eight horses in his care in
Harness racing seems to be a big part
of life to those from the Pine Tree State. bam W at Monticello Raceway. His best
And Poole is no exception. He has been is Governor General although he’s gotten
around standardbreds since he was ten- great mlleage from Golden Eclipse.
“ Dick DeSantis drove the General to
years-old. His dad has owned harness
horses as long as Chet can remember. a 1:58:2 victory here last season,” he
Spending all his spare time around said with a smile.” Governor General
harness tracks Chet gained a knowledge started out last year in the $6,000
that would be beneficial to him, es claiming ranks and ended-up racing in
pecially when he opened his own public the Open Pace.”
Poole has high hopes for a Big Towner
stable.
“ I knew one thing for sure,” he said 2-year-old filly that ne trained in Florida
with his distinct Maine accent. “I never last winter. Her name is My Hope
wanted to drive then, and still don’t. I let Hanover.
“ I’ve been in 2:09 with her so far,” he
the best catch-drivers do that for me.
And even now I don’t have a driving explained. “She’ll be starting in a ‘baby
race’ soon. She sure seems like a top
license.”
After putting a stable together Poole class filly.”
It’s probably unusual for a college
raced for years in his home state. He
moved to Foxboro in the early 1980’s “ to graduate to spend his life training and
racing harness horses. But for Poole it’s
upgrade my stock” , he said.
had some nice horses racing then,” a must.
“I need to be outdoors,” he said.
Chet recalled. “ Atlantic Coast was prob
ably the best. He won in 1:58 for me.” “ Besides, I was never comfortable sell
Poole is especially proud of his ac ing insurance anyway.”

•RACEHORSES FOR SALE*
GO TOMS F E L L A p. 9, 2:03 ($21,000)
(M ost H ap p y F e lla -N a n c y G o)
N in e y ea r o ld g eld in g earn ed $6,177. at F o x b o ro in 1985. H as b een racing
a t Scarb orou gh w ith $800 ea rn ed to d ate.
C .P . D IR Z E N p.12, 1:59.4 ($128,000)
(Scram -Jan e P a c e )
T h is h o rse ea rn ed $8,379. in 1985 in $3,000-$3,500 C laim ers at F r e e h o ld
and F o x b o r o . G ood c h e c k g etter, racin g b e tw e e n 2:03-2:05 ev ery start
at S carb orou gh , h as $800. ea rn ed so far.
B o th o f th e s e are “ h ot w e a th e r ” h o rses, had b est earn in gs in Ju ly
and A u g u st o f ’85. F ir st $2,500 b u ys th e pair.

Call: Jean Emerson at 207-282-9295 7:30 a.m. or 5 -7 p.m.

Out of The Past
By BOB LOWELL
Earl Avery was a great, Hall of Fame
trainer-driver, but perhaps his greatest
move in racing wasn’t on the track. It
came when he advised Norman Woolworth to buy Meadow Skipper.
Woolworth recalls, “ He told me not to
buy about 100 others, but he asked me to
buy him. It was the best buy I’ll ever
make.” He adds that Hugh Grant, who
he thought would sell anything, owned
“Skipper” but it took a few days to find
him. Grant, it seems, was in Canada
attending a big thoroughbred race.
Under Clearview’s attractive red, sil
ver and blue racing colors, Avery cam
paigned a bevy of champions. However,
it is generally thought that Meadow
Skipper was his favorite. At 69 years of
age, Avery captured the Cane Pace with
“Skipper’* at Yonkers and later that fall
the pair recorded a 1:55.1 mile at the
Red Mile in Lexington, Kentucky, de
feating Overtrick. It was the second
fastest mile in pacing history.
According to his owner, “Skipper” had
a splint problem and half mile tracks
gave him trouble, but Woolworth adds,
r‘He was a different story on a mile
track. He won four of five starts at
Hollywood park including the American
Pacing Classic.”
Saying that Meadow Skipper took an
occasional extra step, Woolworth points
out, “He trained perfectly in plastic
hopples in 1:58, but in a race he would
make breaks.” So trainer Avery raced
the horse in leather hopples. Woolworth
states that when he got in that extra
step, he would always scare the fellow
sitting right behind him.
The Avery and Woolworth relationship
began over thirty years ago. At the
inception of the Clearview Stable in 1954,
Mr. Woolworth says, “We didn’t know
anybody.” So he went to Walter Gibbons,
then racing secretary at Roosevelt
Raceway. He explained to Gibbons the
type of trainer that Clearview was
looking for and asked him to recommend
someone.
Gibbons suggested Avery, who had
horses for, among others, C.T. Black of
Berryville, Virginia. Woolworth reflects,
“ We nad six horses and Mr. Avery didn’t
want to take our horses because he had
a public stable which was filled.” Fi
nally, Avery agreed to accept the
Clearview horses and history was in the
making. The Clearview Stable was in
good hands.
E ditor's N ote

For several seasons, The Clearview Stable of
Winthrop, Maine, operated a Maine-based
racing stable under the direction of Line
Keene. Norman Woolworth tells the NorthMeadow Skipper and Earl Avery

C le a rv ie w S ta b le
Woolworth comments, “ He was our
only trainer until he retired when Mr.
Dancer took over.”
A native of Knowlesville, New Bruns
wick, Avery kicked off his harness
racing career in 1919 winning with Black
Peter. He had purchased the horse for
$250. in Houlton, Maine, and borrowed a
cart and harness to drive him home.
On race day which was a five-heat
affair, Mrs. Avery went into labor and
Earl rode off saddleback with Black
Peter heading for the doctor. Then after
driving the old doc home, Black Peter
and Avery raced to the track where he
won three heats.
For the next three decades, Avery
raced throughout The Maritimes plus
New England while operating his 600
acre potato farm in Canada.
Woolworth cites Avery as having been
a “great horseman” and a dedicated
worker “who loved to win.” According
to Woolworth, Stanley Dancer says that
Avery was one of the hardest workers,
and George Sholty once remarked to
Woolworth in the paddock after a race,
“ He really enjoys winning.”
And winning was a way with Avery.
With the great trotting filly Egyptian
Princess he captured the Hanover Filly
Stake and the Walnut Hall in ’55, The
Reading Futurity in ’56, The Trans
ylvania in ’58 and the Harness Writer’s
Trot in ’58 as well as 1959 with Sh Boom.
In 1959, he represented the United States
in the Prix d’Amerique in Paris, France,
with the Princess.
Among his other stake winners were
Porterhouse who won the American
Trotting Classic in 1963; Gun Runner, the
Harriman Trot in 1968 and The Westbury
Futurity Trot with Pay Dirt in 1966.
He was equally adept with pacers and
his headliners in addition to Meadow
Skipper were Muncy Hanover, Bright
Knight and Winnow.
A recipient of the Clem McCarthy
“Good Guy” Award, his memory is
etched into the Canadian Sports Hall of
Fame. A remarkable individual, he
drove until he was 78.
Earl Bradford Avery was a gentleman
- a man of integrity. Clearview Stable
found the man they were looking for.
Earl Avery made a good move when he
recommended that Norman Woolworth
buy Meadow Skipper. Norman Woolworth made a good move when he hired
Earl Avery.
east Harness News that he remembers
driving many races at the Gorham track. He
says the highlight of his driving came in
winning the Governor’s Cup at Skowhegan in
2:03 1/5 with Reine Bvrd.
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Foxboro Raceway
presents

LATE CLOSING EVENTS FOR 1986
EVENT #1: FRESHMAN PACING SERIES
Open to all two year old colts, geldings, ridglings and fillies who meet qualifying standards at
Foxboro at the time of entry.
Nomination Fee: $200.00
Starting Fee: $100.00
1ST LEG — SATURDAY, JULY 26/1986 ......................................PURSE $4,000
2ND LEG — SATURDAY, AUGUST2,1986 ................................... PURSE$4,000
FINAL-SATURDAY, AUGUST9, 1986 ........................................... PURSE$20,000ADDED

EVENT #2: INAUGURAL CLAIMING TOURNAMENT
The series is open to any pacer who has started at a North American racetrack in a claiming race of
$8,000 or less in 1986, through June 30,1986.
Nomination Fee: $200.00
1STLEG — SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 4 *1 9 8 6 ............................... PURSE $3,500
2ND LEG — SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21? 1986............................. PURSE $3,500
FINAL — SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28,*1986 ................................... PURSE $7,500 ADDED

CONDITIONS

1) Nominations for both events close July 1,1986.
2) Both events to be raced at one mile — one dash.
3) Both events will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the Massachusetts State Racing Commission, the
United States Trotting Association, and Foxboro Raceway.
4) Declarations close at the advertised time for overnight events for that day.
5) Nomination fee must accompany all nominations. All nominations and starting fees will be added to the final.
6) All nomination fees are non-refundable.
7) A starting fee shall be paid for each horse in each leg in which it is entered, including the final.
8) Purse distribution will be 50% -25% -12% -8% -5% .
9) If there is more than one division of any of the qualifying legs, each division will race for 100% of the advertised purse.
10) Post positions for both events will be drawn by lot.
11) Horses with the highest total earnings in the qualifying legs will compete in the final. The final will be limited to ten sepa
rate interests with no more than two declarations from any coupled entry. In the event that any of the highest money
earners fail to declare, the next highest money earners will be eligible to the final. In the event of horses eligible to the
final with equal money earnings, they will be drawn by lot. The money earners who fail to draw in will draw for alsoeligible positions.
12) Foxboro Raceway reserves the right to reject any entry, call off any event not filling satisfactorily, and cancel any event
if conditions warrant.
13) Stall space for nominees may be revoked at any time.
14) All entries must meet the qualifying standards of Foxboro Raceway.

Make Checks payable to: FOXBORO RACEWAY
Mail to: RACING SECRETARY, P.O. BOX 558, FOXBORO, MA 02035, PHONE: (617) 543-5331 ext. 121/122
NOMINATION BLANK
NAME OF HORSE

EVENT

COLOR/SEX

NAME OF SIRE

NAME OF DAM

OWNER

Maine’s Scenic Seacoast Oval....
SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Is Anticipating The Greatest Season Ever!
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Lord Dalrae poses in the Scarborough winners circle after posting a quick 1:58.4 mile in the Senator Pace driven by Paul Bresciani.

Scarborough Swings Into Summer Season
As the meet goes into the warm
summer months, to comes time to look
back on what has been a most successful
first several weeks here at the Downs.
Certainly attracting the most atten
tion have been the 12 sub-2:00 miles, with
the most pleasant surprise of the meet
thus far being Chester Baron, the only
horse to have tossed in two sub-2:00
miles in back to back efforts on May 31st
and June 14th. Racing out of the Frank
Withee Stable, Chester Baron stunned
Downs fans by going gate-to-wire in the
first race back at the end of May to win
a 1:59.2 and then re-enforced his creden
tials by winning in 1:58.4 (the meet’s
fastest time) from the eight hole against
winners-over pacers. With his lightning
gate speed, Chester Baron surely must
rate as the sharpest horse on the grounds
right now.
The three Invitational events have also
roduced sub-2:00 jaunts, with Lord
lalrae’s 1:58.4 score in the June 15th
Senator Pace heading the list. Driven by

P

By K.C. JOHNSON
Paul Bresciani, Lord Dalrae, like Ches that feat last year right here at Maine’s
ter Baron, accomplished his 1:58.4 win Showplace.
all alone on the front end, holding off last
In the Downs driving colony, through
year’s President’ Pace winner, Broad June 29, Leigh Fitch (70 victories), Ruel
way Premier, under the wire.
Goodblood, Jr. (54 victories) and David
The May 11th Governor’s Pace Ingraham (53 wins). Rounding out the
produced the meet’s third fastest mile to top dash winners are Greg Bowden with
date, that being 1:59.1 triumph by the 39 trips to the winners’ circle and Walter
Peter Blood-driven Shiloh Lobell. His LaFreniere, Jr. with 31. Paul Battis 30,
win was also a gate-to-wire mile, indicat Roland Mallar 26, Jim Apperti Jr. 24,
ing that once ‘^closers” enter the Invite Don Richards 22 and John Nason 18
ranks the current track record of 1:57.3 complete the top drivers.
may be in jeopardy. Power Passer and
The early-closing series have also
Leigh Fitch also triumphed in 1:59.1 in been successful to date. In the Pine Tree
a leg of the Pine Tree Stakes.
Pacing Series, no fewer than five separ
Other sub-2:00 w inners include ate entries triumphed in the six
Meadow Connors (1:59.3 in the Memorial preliminary and one final leg, with
Day Classic), Slick Silent (1:59.2 with Power Passer and Dual Exhaust winning
Dave Ingraham), and Ryal Eagle two legs and Dominick taking the final.
(1:59.4). Generality’s 1:59.4 victory in a Though the final of the Future Stars
division of the Fillies-and-Mares Pacing Series for two-year olds did not fill.
Series marked the second time a Maine Perfect Warrior and Can Escape were
pacing mare has stopped the teletimer impressive in winning preliminary legs.
below 2:00 H.R. Counsel accomplished Finally, the competitveness of the

J o in U s F o r T h e $8,500 D irig o P a c e O n J u l y 4 th
d o n ’t m is s th e a c tio n

a n d e x c ite m e n t!

Fillies-and-Mares Series has raised
hopes that the race can be continued as
a weekly feature as it was in both 1984
and 1985.
Upcoming events to look forward to
include the Seventh Annual Dirigo Pace,
which will go to post on July 4th for a
purse of $8,500 and the Maine Breeders’
Stake, which will get underway here at
the Downs July 9th. Early-closers to look
for in early July include the Bearc;
Pacing Series, with such horses <. r
French Major, an entry in the Senator
Pace, Dick Kent’s, Roscoe Almahust,
and last year’s top sub-2:00 pacer Trusty
Star nominated, and the Showplace
Pacing Series, with the likes of Pine
Tree Finals winner Dominick, Filliesand-Mares standout French Queen, win
ners-over pacer Pine Point Jes, and
Flutie, who was second to Dominick in
the Pine Tree Finals, all nominated. In
short, the success of the early months
seems destined to be improved upon
throughout July.

C o m e a n d w a tc h th e tr a c k r e c o r d s

fa ll,

R e s e r v a tio n s I n T h e D o w n s C lu b — C all 883-4331

